
NOTE
To help with instructions 
extrra images are provided
on seperate sheet on page 5 



For making Instructions 
see web

www.kre8.com/main

4 x
60mm
long
rubber 
bands

 
may be 

various colors

5mm dia x 5mm long

1 x 3V battery holder
(batteries not supplied) 



Follow  ‘step by step’ instuctions
provided and adapt as you want 
Note
1) ONLY cut the connectors when 
needed
2) Use Metric rule to measure 
3) For easy assembly - round the 
tube ends with abrasive paper then 
push and twist the tubes into the 
connectors 

To Make     SIZES in mm 

** KEEP **  one 
green connector block 
uncut for later 

Then cut up the other blocks up 

Then add 3 green and one blue
connector on a 200mm
long blue tube as shown. 

200mm

80m
m

Cut then add 80mm
long blue tubes  as shown 

Add two link pieces 
made from blue clip 
connectors and two 
55mm long blue tubes 

55mm

Add a 100mm long blue tube
with two blue connectors to 
front as shown 

a) b)

V shape

(a) Place two 28mm wheels face to face 
     to make the ‘V’ shape in centre.
(b) Join wheels using  4mm grey snap rod 
     by pushing into holes then bend to snap off.  

Make the Pulley 
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0
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m

5
mm

Add the pulley just made (a)
about 5mm from the end of a  120mm long grey
 4mm snap rod 

(and pulley) Add two 40mm 
wheels 

Add two 40mm 
diameter wheels (a) on the ends of the 
axle (b) just added at the back. 

At front add 100mm long axle (a) made 
from 4mm dia snap rod 
then add two 40mm wheels (b). 

a

b
Cut then insert a 20mm long piece of blue tube 
into the green connector shown. 

triple green 
connector 

Fold the green connector block, 
as shown above, then add it to 
the blue tube just added in the last step. 

end hole used to 
connect Slide 55mm long piece of tube (a)

into the middle of the green connector 
 then add a single blue connector 
on far end (b) then join to frame using 
a 20mm long piece of tube (c). 

(a) 55mm

(c) 20mm

a

c

a

a

b



If the top decorative 
parts
are loose fold clear 
adhesive tape 
ove the edges to 
thicken them 

Complete then race it 

red wire to dot side

Fold the green 
connector sides up so 
you can insert a 40mm 
long blue tube (a) into 
       the centre hole of 
              the  green 
                   connector 
                      block 

a

Adding tube which so rubber band
can loop over the motor. 

rubber band
used

Lay the motor in position on the green 
connector block then hook (a) then loop 
the rubber band over the motor.

a

Push short orange tube (a)  onto the 
end of the motor spindle. 
 Note - leave small gap for rubber band 

a

short 
orange 
tube

a

Add drive belt using a rubber band 
(a).     Adjust so motor motor align with  pulley. 

First add two blue connectors (a) then add 
two more on the ends of the vertical tubes(b) 
then add the top 100mm tube. 

100

a
a

b
b

c

Electric Parts 

Back of 
motor Connecting up Electrics 

1) Strip the plastic covering from the 
    wire ends about 15mm.
2) Twist the bare wire ends.
3) Thread wires through motor 
    connector holes.
4)  Add battery in battery holder
5) Turn on and test it moves forward
     Note - If it goes backwards - reverse wires  

Add 
battery 
holder 

                                          Rest the 
                                    battery holder 
                                    (a) with switch 
 at back, resting on the frame tubes 
then hold in place using rubber band 
by looping over.   

a

Cut the card top parts 
out following the 
instructions on the sheet.

Add  steel washers and grey 
collars then check wheels can  
spin easily.  

Adding collars and steel washers

steel washer

grey collar

Adding the Motor 

(also see last step)





Kre8 Electric Racer Top (laminated)  6

Main body is approx. 21cm  long

**
*

Using this laminated top
(1) Cut out these three shapes 

(2) On parts marked * fold clear adhesive tape
over the edges to thicken the edges until they give a good
 tight push fit in the Kre8 parts.

Note 
Add clear tape after 
main car has been made
 




